The *Interessegulden* of 1635. Styria’s First Tax on Credit Transactions

So much credit and just one tax. Introduction

At the beginning of the 16th century the Knights of *Mosheim* started their career as creditors, credit brokers and bailiffs. In 1583 Caspar of Mosheim was engaged in money lending to iron ore merchants on the Styrian *Erzberg*, and borrowed money to the Styrian nobility. Their neighbors, the Knights of *Stainach* were part of the Mosheim’s credit network. The family of Stainach itself established credit connections to several other noble women and men in the region of the Styrian *Enns* - valley. Sabina *Prättinger*, the owner of the estate of Hart in the *Mürz* – valley, who died in 1634 on the one hand lend money to many different members of the local nobility. On the other hand she borrowed money from merchants and even from her servants. All of these Styrian noblewomen and noblemen had one thing in common. Out of a rural and agricultural background they acted on a dense credit market. A statement, originally meant to describe the English credit system in early modern times seems to be true for Styria and its credit networks as well: Everybody from the top down to the bottom of the early modern society was engaged in lending and borrowing money. The creditors’ income generated by credit transactions that yielded interest soon caught the attention of the tax authorities. In 1635 the first tax on credit was successfully introduced in the Duchy of Styria.

This paper is based on the analysis of this tax. The fact, that credit was a widespread phenomenon in early modern times could be seen by the many different approaches of current literature towards this topic. By discussing an inimitable source, this paper strongly differs from what is currently discussed by scholars focusing on early modern credit markets. This paper does not deal with credit transactions of the ruling noble families. Bills of exchange, used especially by international merchants, are not discussed in this paper. Oral credit, credit negotiated within the walls of cities

---

1 This paper is based on research on the early modern credit market in the duchy of Styria. This reasearch was funded by the Jubiläumsfonds der Oesterreichischen Nationalbank, the Steirische Gesellschaft für Kulturpolitik and the Historischen Landeskommission für Steiermark.


5 StLaA, LR 921, H. 8, Inventar nach Sabina Prättinger, geborene Khärner, 16. 02.1634.


and towns, credits taken by the magistrates of towns, or the fate of farmers and cottagers engaged on credit markets are not described here. My paper characterizes another social group acting in a rural environment. It’s the small noblemen sitting on their estates all over the Styrian countryside that this paper aims to shed a light on. It makes me wonder, why a book, giving an overview on the medieval and early modern credit markets in western Europe does not even mention the role on the credit markets of the nobility living in rural environments. By focusing on this particular social group my paper tries to close this gap and discusses the social and economic implications of credit on the early modern Styrian nobility residing in rural areas.

The first part of my paper pictures the social circumstances and market mechanisms on the Styrian credit market. The second part is almost purely economic: By focusing on the ratio between coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation my paper goes far beyond the ideas having yet been discussed to describe the economic implications of the engagement of the early modern nobility on the credit market. Up to now descriptions of the economic circumstances of the nobility, residing in rural areas, ended up by seeing these noblemen caught in a vicious circle of debt and default, or by seeing them successfully financing the purchase of estates and life at court on credit.


My paper will point out, that credit substituted cash on various occasions and functioned as a hidden engine of economic development. This engine did not only work for city merchants exchanging goods all over Europe. This engine boosted living standards and economic possibilities of the nobility sitting on the Styrian countryside as well.

A long story told in brief: early modern Styrian capital returns taxes from 1537 to 1635

Before we start to point out the implications of credit on the social and economic life of the Styrian nobility, the discussions that led to the implementation of the first tax on credit in Styria are to be reflected. In 1537 the assembly of the estates decided, that everyone who held bills of obligation or comparable instruments had to be taxed as follows. For every 200 fl\textsuperscript{15} the creditor had to contribute to the dukes troops by sending in one armored horse. In addition to the contribution to the troops the creditor had to pay one Kreuzer per every 200 fl he had lent to his debtors. Due to a lack of sources, it remained unclear, if this tax brought in any money.\textsuperscript{16}

The next step taken to tax credit transactions in Styria flushed in 361 lb 2 ß 2 d to the tax office’s chest. In 1542 the assembly of the estates decided to tax creditors as well as noblemen who held Pfandherrschaften.\textsuperscript{17} All creditor and Pfandherren had to pay one percent of the principal. Due to the fact, that almost all noblemen who did not at all admit what money they borrowed to their private debtors, only the Pfandherren were taxed successfully. Nevertheless, the conclusion drawn by Mensi that credit did not play an important role in the early modern Styrian economy and therefore any tax on credit was bound to flop can be proved wrong easily.\textsuperscript{18}

According to my opinion, simply the fact that the Styrian assembly of the estates merely discussed about such a tax proves the importance of credit for the Styrian economy in the 16\textsuperscript{th} century. The Styrian nobility was used to lending and borrowing money. In the same year, on the session of the assembly of the estates in February 1542, the assembly decided to borrow money from creditors in Styria and aboard to raise money needed to pay what the duke requested them to pay.\textsuperscript{19} Already at the beginning of the 16\textsuperscript{th} century two of the most important noble creditors of the Habsburgs, Hans Hofmann of Grünpichel and Strechau, who held the office of the Schatzmeister – General\textsuperscript{20} and the Styrian Governor Siegmund of Dietrichstein and Hollenburg, resided in the duchy of Styria. Hofmann and Dietrichstein definitely used their bailiffs as credit brokers! Both of them used a wide network of

\textsuperscript{15} For any sort of money the German abbreviations were used in this paper: fl stands for guilder, ß for Shilling and d for pence, kr for Kreuzer, lb for pound. One guilder equals one pound or 240 pence or 60 Kreuzer. 30 pence equal one shilling.
\textsuperscript{17} Pfandherrschaften = Estates pawned by the duke to noblemen.
\textsuperscript{18} Mensi: Steuern 2, p. 233.
\textsuperscript{20} Schatzmeister = General: Highest office at the Habsburg’s public finance department.
credit and obligations to support the Habsburgs with fresh money. Dietrichstein and Hoffmann moved enormous amounts of money. Dietrichstein for instance raised 34.258 fl to pawn the estate of Kammerstein in 1528. In the same year Hoffmann spent 24.000 fl to pawn the estate of Strehau. Although the capital return tax of 1542 was collected just in this very year, Mensi, the godfather of Austrian tax history, was wrong in believing that credit was of no importance to the Styrian nobility in the 16th century. In almost every year following the year of 1542, the duke requested the taxation of the Pfandherren, but the Styrian assembly of the estates constantly rejected his wish.

In 1551 the duke again tried to impose a tax on credit transactions. The arguments of the estates against the wish of her lord were quite interesting. They argued that in case credit transactions were taxed, the creditors would immediately call in their money and many of the Styrian noblemen, who were heavily indebted, would have to sell their property. 1551 saw no new tax on credit in Styria. The argument of the assembly of the estates proved that these days credit was of high importance to the Styrian nobility. A sudden withdrawal of credit was seen as a severe danger to the landlord’s economies. Due to the fact, that the assembly of the estates accumulated 40.000 fl until 1551, there was no chance to claim that credit was of no importance to the Styrian economy. During the assembly session nobody dared to argue that taxing credit transaction was a useless maneuver.

Six years later, the next attempt to tax credit transactions was taken by the duke. This time again the assembly of the estates successfully defended its position and rejected the attempt of their lord. Their main argument might remind us on topics discussed in recent years: A tax on credit in Styria would have led to an exodus of capital to places where credit markets were not taxed by the authorities. 1576 the argument of an imminent capital flight led to the rejection of the next attempt to impose a tax on credit. In 1594 the duke and the assembly of the estates agreed on a tax on credit transaction. This tax was collected only in this year. Most of the creditors did not declare the amount of capital they had invested. Hence, this tax was a disappointing failure.

---

24 Ziegerhofer: Ferdinand, p. 68.
25 Ziegerhofer: Ferdinand, p. 68.
27 Ziegerhofer: Ferdinand, p. 57.
The Interessegulden of 1635 was no failure at all. In this year the duke and the assembly of the estates agreed on taxing credit transactions under the following circumstances:

- Everybody who lent principals worth 25 fl or more had to pay this tax
- From the interest due each year every 6th guilder had to be paid to the tax authority
- Citizens had to pay every 3rd guilder of the interest they earned every year
- Every nobleman had to declare his income generated by credit transactions by himself
- Citizens had to report their yearly income gained by lending money to the magistrate. The magistrates had to report to the tax authorities
- Everybody who charged 5% or less for lending money was exempt from this tax
- In case of debts interest paid to other creditors reduced the base for tax
- Farmers were generally exempt from paying this tax

According to the declarations of the nobility and the magistrates 21.714 fl were to be paid to the tax authority.

Taxpayers and a list of exempt women and men. Styrian creditors and their social background

21,000 fl were quiet a lot of money in 1635. In this chapter we take a closer look on the people who paid, and on the people who did not pay. We learnt already, that the citizens of the Styrian towns were not listed by names in the source on which this paper is based on. The Interesseguldenanschlagbuch listed all people by name, which in addition to their income generated by credit transaction yielded money from landed property. Besides the list of taxpayers, the Interesseguldenanschlagbuch contains a second list with the names of these people, who were exempt from paying this tax.

The list with the names of the people exempt from paying the Interessegulden is quite informative, if we aim to describe the social context of the typical Styrian creditor. In the end we will see, that even if we strictly focus only on creditors, who possess landed property, that there is no typical creditor at all. On top of the list we find the governor of Styria, Karl Count of Saurau. On the bottom of the list we find a man, who was responsible for the distribution of supplies to the troops in the small town of Radkersburg named Wolff Krautz.

29 Mensi: Steuern 2, p. 239-241.
30 Mensi: Steuern 2, p. 246.
31 StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 311, Interesseguldenanschlagbuch von 1635.
32 StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 311, Interesseguldenanschlagbuch von 1635, fol. 36-42.
33 StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 311, Interesseguldenanschlagbuch von 1635, fol. 36.
34 StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 311, Interesseguldenanschlagbuch von 1635, fol. 42.
Karl Saurau, who served as the Governor of Styria from March 1635 until June 1648, reported to the tax authorities that he overextended himself and his financial means by purchasing the estate of Oberstainach. In his letter to the tax authorities he skillfully avoided to name any solid details and figures, but insisted, that he had to pay several thousand guilders more to his creditors, than he received from his debtors. Karl of Saurau definitely spent a lot of money on Oberstainach. To purchase this estate, he paid 52,000 fl to the former owner of this estate. Oberstainach was not the only purchase on the Styrian land market, which Saurau made in the last 15 years before 1635. In fact, he was a big player on the Styrian land market.

Saurau's active role on the credit market can be described by a spectacular deal he made in 1626. By the way this deal gives us a detailed look on the mechanism determining the Styrian credit market in general. This mechanism can be briefly described as a network of mutual obligations. In 1606 Hans Wolf of Strein and Hans Christoph of Putterer sued Hans Friedrich of Stainach because of unpaid debts. Strein and Putterer foreclosed the estate of Grünbichel, formerly belonging to the defendant. 20 years later Karl of Saurau, who was the main creditor of both of the new owners of Grünbichel, sued his debtors for unpaid debts and foreclosed Grünbichel, before he again resold it to Putterer. Neither Putterer, nor Strein, nor Count Saurau nor any other member of the Styrian nobility played only one role on the Styrian capital market. Every creditor on the market had to borrow money from other creditors. Mutual borrowing was the key mechanism to the market.

There was one exception to the rule of mutual obligations. If the lord credited his tenants, he was not willing to incur mutual dependency. Hannibal of Heberstein, who died in 1615, aimed to strengthen the dependency of his tenants and to balance losses he had to suffer because he was not able to increase rents. His rental income totaled 158 fl 7 B 5 d. Tenants held their land on Kaufrecht. They entrance fee was one third of the estimated value of the farm. The new tenant needed credit for the entrance fee as he needed credit to disburse his coheirs.

They tenants took credit from their lord. On eight pages the probate inventory of Hannibal Herberstein listed 33 bills of obligation signed by his tenants worth 4,032 fl in total. Hannibal was able to raise his income significantly by the interest paid by his tenants. In the year before his death

39 Baravalle: Burgen, p. 412.
40 StLA, LR 378, H.1, Inventar nach Hannibal von Herberstein, 18MAY1615.
42 SAM, Urk. Nr. 1591, Verkaufsurbar Pusterwald, Graz, 16JAN1589.
44 Tomaschek: Pusterwald, p. 46.
he at least earned 145 fl. If we assume that that none of his tenants was able to pay off their debts, Hannibal’s heirs gained 189 fl in 1615 and 242 fl in the following year. In the year before his death the interest he earned from 33 tenants almost equaled the rents he received from all of his 65 tenants in Pusterwald and Bretstein. The credits they took deepened their dependency to their lord and strengthened the general inequality between the landlord and his tenants. Without this particular maneuver on the credit market, Hannibal Herberstein was not able to make up losses caused by inflation and fixed rents.

The deals of the biggest fish, on the list of people exempt from paying the Interessegulden, Count Saurau, helped us to take a close look on market mechanism. The example of Hannibal Herberstein showed us, that the rule of mutual obligations had its exceptions if it came to lords lending money to their tenants. The biggest fish on the list of the taxpayers will show us another important fact. Georg Ludwig Count of Schwarzenberg inherited almost all of his fortune from his wife, Anna Neumann of Wasserleonburg, who died in 1623. Anna Neumann’s fate (as well as the fate of her mother) proved how independently noble women acted on the Styrian credit market.

In early modern times it was the norm, that women inherited parts of the dowry of their mothers. Most of the heritage was transferred to the daughter by bills of obligation. After the death of her first husband Anna’s mother started to invest money into credit transactions. During her second marriage she used to keep her own account books and regularly balanced her accounts against the accounts of her husband, as it was the case in most of the marriage at that time. Anna’s mother was a successful player on the early modern credit market. Anna Neumann started her career as a creditor not only on a few bills of obligation she inherited from her mother.

In 1566 she married Christoph of Liechtenstein. Christoph’s father was heavily indebted to Anna’s mother. Via this marriage Anna gained access to 37.000 fl of the debts of the family of Liechtenstein. Later on she bought land burdened by heavy debts from the family of her husband. The most important part of the Liechtenstein’s demesne, purchased by Anna Neumann was the estate of Murau. Via her dense network of obligations she skillfully cleared debts of the family of Liechtenstein; hence she did not have to use much cash to pay for Murau and all the other property she bought.

---

46 StLA, LR 378, H.1, Inventar nach Hannibal von Herberstein, 18MAY1615, f. 25-32.
50 Wieland: Neumann, p. 15-17.
52 Wieland: Neumannin, p. 26-34.
Definitely Anna Neumann was one of the most important and most successful creditors at her times. In the year of her death Emperor Ferdinand II. owed 220,000 fl to her. The most important problem she had to overcome was the fact that she had no heir. To solve this problem she married Georg Ludwig Count of Schwarzenberg in 1617. At this special wedding the bride, marrying a bridegroom aged 31, was 81 years old. Via a deed of donation, authenticated by the Emperor, she transferred all her fortune to her husband Georg Ludwig of Schwarzenberg.\(^{53}\) Without this donation Schwarzenberg most probably would have been listed at the end of the taxpayers in the Interesseguldenanschlagbuch. The autonomous, self confident and skillful way of Anna Neumann investing money on the early modern credit market made him a rich man.

Anna Neumann’s life proved the high self confidence\(^{54}\) as well as the high reputation\(^{55}\) of women in early modern Styria. The actual position of a person in early modern society was not exclusively determined by titles. The account books played an important role in defining the status of individuals in society.\(^{56}\) Anna Neumann’s high reputation can be felt even today in the region of Murau. Today’s inhabitants of Murau and its hinterlands still refer to the “Lady of Murau” with great respect.

Anna Neumann’s fortune – inherited by Count Schwarzenberg – was not the only fortune generated by female skills on the credit markets of Styria. Position number six on the list of the taxpayers in the Interesseguldenanschlagbuch was held by Ursula Countess of Thannhausen. She was taxed for capital worth 48,000 fl.\(^{57}\) Another example of high female financial skills and extremely high female self confidence was found in the small town of Rottenmann. As we learnt, citizens were not allowed to report directly to the tax authorities. Margarete Fetscher, female inhabitant of Rottenmann did report directly\(^{58}\) to the tax authorities. She was taxed for capital worth 16,000 fl.\(^{59}\) All other inhabitants of the town of Rottenmann were taxed for 6,350 fl all together.\(^{60}\) Even the Provost of Rottenmann, who held landed property and therefore was able to report directly to the authorities, was a poor man in comparison to Margarete Fetscher. He was taxed for capital worth 1,600 fl.\(^{61}\)

As shown in chart 1, Margarete Fetscher and Ursula Thanhausen were not the only female creditors taxed on their invested capital. Nunneries and female individuals made up 24% of the taxpayers of the Interessegulden in 1635. It shall not be concealed that women were quite often named within the group of individuals investing just little money on the capital market. Out of 57 taxpayers paying 20 fl or even less, 20 taxpayers were female individuals.\(^{62}\)

\(^{53}\) Wieland: Neumannin, p. 66-72.
\(^{54}\) Hufschmidt: Adelige Frauen, p. 300.
\(^{55}\) Hufschmidt, Adelige Frauen, p. 399.
\(^{57}\) StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 311, Interesseguldenanschlagbuch von 1635, fol. 3´.
\(^{58}\) StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 316, Schreiben des Magistrats Rottenmann an die Verordneten, Rottenmann, 17JUL1625.
\(^{59}\) StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 311, Interesseguldenanschlagbuch von 1635, fol. 10.
\(^{60}\) StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 316, Schreiben des Magistrats Rottenmann an die Verordneten, Rottenmann, 17JUL1625.
\(^{61}\) StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 311, Interesseguldenanschlagbuch von 1635, fol. 10´.
\(^{62}\) StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 311, Interesseguldenanschlagbuch von 1635.
The high portion of female taxpayers that were listed in the group of taxpayers investing little money on the credit market was put into the right perspective, if we used the amount of taxes payed by individuals and especially if we compare the amount of taxes payed by female taxpayers to the amount of taxes payed by cities and towns. At the first glance, chart 2 gave us the impression that female taxpayers paid less taxes than the city dwellers did. If we take into consideration that cities were obliged to pay a rate twice as high as (male and female) landowners, we immedeately see a different picture. 14% of the taxed principal was in the hand of female individuals. All the Styrian male and female city dwellers were taxed for 8,5% of the capital invested in Styria in 1635. The economic weakness of urban areas in Styria in early modern times can be explained by the fact that trade and commerce faced westwards to the Atlantic Ocean and that the Ottoman Empire partly blocked trade in the eastern part of Styria.

63 StLA, Laa. A. Ant. VI, Sch 311, Interessesguldenanschlagbuch von 1635.
By using a truly bureaucratic source my paper showed, that female individuals acted freely and full of self-confidence on the Styrian capital market. Anna Neumann and many other female creditors lent money on bills of obligation and even purchased land by using borrowed money. My paper showed as well that networks constructed by the use of mutual obligations were the basic elements of the Styrian capital market. Karl Count of Saurau and his deals in connection with the estate of Grünbichel is just one example, that disclosed these mechanisms quite clearly. There was only one exception to the rule of mutual obligations. In case a landlord borrowed money to his tenants he strictly avoided to borrow money from them as well. Lords borrowing money to their tenants aimed to make up losses caused by inflation and fixed rents. Lending money to tenants meant to deepen the economic dependency of the tenant to the lord and to strengthen the social inequality between these two different social groups.

No credit, no money: Taxes on landed property, the Interessegulden and a first attempt to define the ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation

To show the power of these mechanisms determining the Styrian credit market, my paper takes a first attempt to define a the ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation for the economic system that the nobility with its rural background was integrated in. To achieve this goal my paper adopts the thoughts of Werner Buchholz. He argued that after the 30-years-war, almost all the money was turned over via the tax authorities. Searching for a ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation, the method to use

---

findings of coins\textsuperscript{67} (or to use coins listed in probate inventories) is not suitable for early modern Styria. Before my paper can expulse the method of using finding of coins and to determin it’s own method by adopting the thoughts of Bucholz, it seems to be nesssary to discover, which amount of credit stands behind these 21.714 fl, that were to be collected be the tax authorities.

At first we must bring to our mind that citizens had to pay every third guilder of the interest they earned from the money they had invested on the credit market to the tax authorities. The nobility, with it’s background in rural areas and agricultural production had to pay every sixth guilder of the interest they earned. Because of the fact that the \textit{Interessegulden} was calculated by using the income generated by interest, we must get a clear picture of the interest rate used in 1635.

Literature on interest rates is pretty rare.\textsuperscript{68} For many territories, interest rates were reported by scholars, but most of the time, interest rates were treated as side notes.\textsuperscript{69} For Styria a monograph of the author of this paper described the trend of intererst rates from the 16\textsuperscript{th} to the 17\textsuperscript{th} centuries by analyzig probate inventories.\textsuperscript{70} We can assume that in 1635 creditors charged interest rates of 6\%.\textsuperscript{71} By taking the amount of capital return taxes paid by city dwellers as well as the amount of capital return taxes paid by the nobility into consideration we find out that capital worth 1.986.950 fl was invested on the Styrian credit market by the tax payers listet in the \textit{Interesseguldenanschlagbuch}. The fact that even the \textit{Interesseguldenanschlagbuch} contained a list of individuals and institutions exempt from paying a capital return tax in 1635, and the instance that even small purchases were not paid in cash proves that these 1.986.950 fl must be considered to be the absolute, but backed, minimum level of credit invested in 1635 in Styria.

This minimum level of the value of credit shall be put in one row with the value of cash in circulation. The method of using findings of coins to depict the value of cash in circulation promises to bring up a result more objective and more precise than the method I suggest in my paper. The method of using findings of coins to deterimin the value of cash in circulation goes with one condition that can not be fullfilled in early modern Styria. For this method it is necesarry to describe a finding of coins close to the centre of coin production.\textsuperscript{72} Concerning coin production Styria was periphery during modern


\textsuperscript{70} Martin Khull-Kholwald: Der Adel auf dem Lande und sein Kredit. Der Schuldchein als zentrales Finanzinstrument in der Steiermark 1515-1635 (Forschungen zur geschichtlichen Landeskunde der Steiermark 57). Wien/Berlin/Münster 2013, p. 27-38.

\textsuperscript{71} Khull-Kholwald: Kredit, p. 33.

\textsuperscript{72} Aerts: Geldumlauf, p. 28.
times. At the beginning of the 17th century an average finding in eastern Austria contained 1.1% - 2.1% of Styrian coins. A share that low can not used to achive a precise result.

The method of analyzing findings of coins was designed for the late middle ages. It can not be used for early modern Styria nor any other early modern territory. The variety of different coins inclined significantly after the beginning of early modern times, which can easily deduced by studying the laws on minting. Another difference between early modern times and the late middle ages makes it rather impossible to use the analysis of findings of coins to calculate the amount of coins in circulation. The amount of coins transported over long distances inclined quite strongly in early modern times. Already in the 16th century two millions of Joachimstaler were transferred to Leipzig every year. The method of analysing findings of coins to limne the amount of coins in circulation must be excluded for early modern times.

Therefore we must compare taxes with taxes. Comparing taxes of course brings up two disadvantages: On the other hand dealing with taxes means dealing with a complicated subject. On the other hand dealing with taxes means that we must make assumptions. The main advantage of using taxes to calculate a ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation is the fact, that the most important object to taxation was agricultural production and the main point of interest of my paper is the Styrian nobility with its rural and agricultural backgrounds.

Buchholz suggested that almost all coins of a certain territory went through the hands of the tax authorities. Taxing for sure was one of the most important reasons of coin shortage in early modern times. Taxes had to be payed in cash without exception. Beginning in 1595 the tax on agricultural production in Styria, called Gültsteuer, was collected by the tax authorities on three dates per year. In 1635 the tax authorities collected a total of 472.058 fl via the Gültsteuer and two other special taxes. Via the costs for defence most of this money returned to the Styrian economy.

77 Buchholz: Finanzen, p. 45.
81 Mensi: Steuern II, p. 188.
within a very short time. By supporting the troops with grain the Styrian landlords were paid with tax money. In 1601 for example the defence budget gobbled 340.171 fl and the tax authorities entered 397.532 fl on the side of the Gültsteuer. In this year (and of course in the years following 1601) another element of expenditure pushed tax money into the Styrian economy via the hands of the noblemen, who gave credit to the assembly of the estates and the duke. Expenditure for interest and credits falling due in this year totaled 225.110 fl. It is rather justified true belief than a mere assumption, that almost all the tax revenues were re-transfered to the Styrian economy and first of all to the nobility via defence and credit costs.

Besides taxation there was another mechanisms that turned over cash within a limited time. Rents paid by the farmers and cottagers to their landlords had to be paid in cash as well. According to the author’s analysis of probate inventories, landlords were definitely not hoarding up cash. For all the tenants in Styria rent totaled approximately 71.000 fl. If we add up the total rent to the total amount of taxes of the year of 1635 a minimum amount of cash worth 543.058 fl was needed to pay all taxes and all rents in Styria at the same time. If we now assume that rent and taxes were paid on three dates a year at least 181.019 fl in cash were needed to fulfill all payments in time.

If we now contrast the assumed minimum amount of cash (181.019 fl) to the assumed minimum amount of credit (1.986.950 fl) we can calculate an assumed ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation for the year of 1635. On one single guilder in cash there come 10,98 guilders in credit. Is this a realistic scenario?

Unfortunately there is only one way to check this assumption. Probate inventories list all cash and all bills of obligation owned by deceased individuals. For the counties of Hampshire and Darlington Craig Muldrew described the ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation by using probate inventories of the late 17th century. In the county of Darlington Muldrew depicted a ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation of 1:14. For the county of Hampshire he discovered a ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation of 1:28. The author of this paper focused on probate inventories of land owners in Styria. For the years between 1621 and 1635 he delineated a ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation of 1:36.

Most probably the ratio between the coins in circulation and the total value of the bills of obligation in Styria varied between 1:10,98 and 1:36. Not even Muldrew was able to curtail the ratio between coins in circulation and credit supply in Dalington and Hampshire on a level of much higher precession.

---

86 Kümmel: Ausgabebücher, p. 46.
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90 Khull-Kholwald: Kredit, p. 134.
On the other hand it proves that credit was of high importance even to small noblemen connected to strong rural and agricultural economic backgrounds. Credit substituted cash on many occasions. A ratio between the coins in circulatoin and the total value of the bills of obligation of 1:10,98 clearly demonstrates the economic power hidden behind the phaenomenon of the most common financial instrument used in early modern Styria. Not coins, but bills of obligation enabled the small Styrian noblewomen and noblemen to finance their big deals.

The power of credit. Summary
Credit substituted cash on many occasions. A ratio between the coins in circulatoin and the total value of the bills of obligation of at least 1:10,98 imposingly demonstrated that credit, not cash, was the instrument necesarry for investment and development. My paper focused on the small noblemen and noblewomen residing in the rural environements of the duchy of Styria. It demonstrated that credit did not only push trade and comerce. Even noblemen who kept cows in their mansions and who were not mentioned in any book on Styrian history before, benefitted from their engagement on early modern credit markets.

Already in the 16th century credit played an important role in Styrian economy. Early discussions about taxing capital investment held on the sessions of the assembly of the estates of Styria disclosed the general approach of the nobility towards this topic. The fear of capital flight caused by capital return taxes or the fear of creditors suddenly calling in their money because of such a tax reminded us on topics discussed in more recent years.

A system of mutual obligations of course prevented creditors from calling in their money. Even minor creditors were to interconnected to do so. The system of mutual interdenpencency was repealed only in cases when credit was meant to deepen social dependency and economic inequality. Lords lending money to their tenants strictly avoided to borrow money from them.

Female creditors acted independently on the credit market of early modern Styria. They managed their assets with a high degree of self-confidence and great skills. According to the sources on the capital return tax of 1635 female individuals were responsible for 14% of the taxed capital invested in Styria. Social role and status was not defined by the tilte of their husband alone. Account books played an important part in determining positions within a hierarchically structured society. Finacial power enabled female female individuals to purchse land belonging to their husbands families and even to step out of the shade of mass of anonymous creditors living in an urban environement.

Creditors were acting individally. Even the strict focus on noblemen and noblewomen residing in rural areas did not allow us to define an “ideal creditor”. Everbody was involved into networks of mutual obligations. The powerfull Styrian Governor, as well as small landowners, who held just a few tenant farms, were forced to use bills of obligation to overcome a permanent shortage of coinage.